
How ALERT Works  
 
ALERT’s patented design analyses the airborne 
environment in real time utilising both laser-light 
scattering technology, the unique paramagnetic 
properties of asbestos* and a unique algorithm to 
make a statistical analysis of the air it samples in 
real time to 99% confidence.  
 
Air is drawn in a controlled manner through the 
ALERT inlet at ~100ml/ min, at up to 600 particles 
per second through a pair of laser beams with a 
magnetic field between them.   
 
Spatial light scattering 

When a particle is illuminated with a beam of light 
in ALERT's optical chamber, it will scatter the light in 
a pattern dependent on its size, shape, and 
structure. These patterns are like a thumb print and 

are recorded and used to ascertain whether the 
particle is fibrous or not.  
 
Asbestos fibres produce distinctive scattering 
patterns as can be seen in the examples below.  
However, the light scattering technique alone is not 
enough to differentiate between highly dangerous 
asbestos fibres and far less hazardous but generally 
more common fibres of, for example, glass or 
gypsum also commonly found in built 
environments. 
 
Magnetic alignment  
All fibrous particles are preferentially aligned 
vertically by ALERT's airflow and the system will 
measure the angle of alignment as it enters and 
then transits between the two laser beams.  

The paramagnetic properties of all asbestos fibres 
mean that when exposed to a magnetic field the 
asbestos fibres will try to align themselves. This 
change in alignment is measured by ALERT’s 
algorithm enabling a distinction of asbestos fibres 
from other non-asbestos fibres passing through the 
optical chamber.  
 
*Certain types of man-made fibre such as steel or magnetically 
engineered fibres may have similar magnetic properties to 
those of asbestos and could therefore be wrongly assesses as 
asbestos. However, unlike asbestos such fibres are never 
normally found in the ambient airborne environment where 
building, renovation or demolition work is being undertaken.

 
Schematic of ALERT's dual-beam asbestos detection system - illustrating 
forward scattered light is focused and recorded twice—once before and 

once after exposure to a magnetic field. 

 

 


